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This case study examines the development of customer relations between the Yellow Line and 
the Helsinki metropolitan area hotels. Yellow Line supplies the hotel customers with a shared 
taxi service to airport. The hotels are thus able to provide their customers with an alternative 
transportation solution instead of regular taxi and public transportation.  
 
The main motivation for studying customer relations in this area is knowledge based. The au-
thor has personal experience of working both as a hotel receptionist and with the airport taxi 
company. The subject of customer relations development is of interest as the market seg-
ment is unique and has many variables that can influence the level of success for both par-
ties. 
 
The purpose of the study was to determine the possible attributes that affect customer satis-
faction with the shared taxi service from the receptionists’ point of view. After identifying 
the key issues that affect satisfaction levels for different parts of the service process the aim 
was to generate possible solutions for the development and improvement of the service. 
 
The research was both secondary and primary. Secondary research was used to examine the 
macro economical and market situation as well as background information for later inter-
views. The primary research methods included a survey to find out the satisfaction levels for 
different components in the service and interviews with both hotel reception and Yellow Line 
management. The purpose was to use the survey results as background data for the inter-
views. The researcher used the mystery shopping method to record the shared taxi experi-
ence and to receive some feedback on the service process from an actual shared taxi custom-
er. 
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Opinnäytetyön tarkoitus oli tutkia lentokenttätaksi Yellow Linen ja pääkaupunkiseudun 
hotellien välistä yhteistyötä ja asiakassuhdetta. Lähtökohtana oli opinnäytetyötä tekevän 
omakohtaiset kokemukset sekä kiinnostus tämän asiakaslähtöisen suhteen kehittämiselle. 
Työskentely sekä vastaanottovirkailijana että lentokenttätaksin palveluksessa antoi 
mahdollisuuden kokonaiskuvan hahmottamiselle. 
 
Opinnäytetyön keskeinen osa oli kimppataksipalvelun tuottaminen sekä siihen liittyvä 
tyytyväisyyden taso eri osa-alueittain. Vastaanottovirkailijoille jaettiin kysely 35 eri Helsinki-
Espoo alueen hotelliin ja 199 virkailijaa vastasi kyselyyn. Kyselyn tulosten keskiarvojen 
pohjalta tehtiin päätelmiä niistä kehittämiskohteista joissa oli eniten parantamisen varaa. 
Kyselyn avoimen kymyksen osalta virkailijat saivat mahdollisuuden esittää omia arvioitaan 
palvelusta ja sen eri osa-aluista. 
 
Tutkimusmenetelminä olivat sekä ensi- että toissijaiset menetelmät. Toissijaiset menetelmät 
olivat mm. julkisista tietokannoista saatavilla olevat tilasto ja yleistiedot liittyen Helsinki-
Vantaan lentoasemaan ja liikenteen yleiseen kuvaan. Nämä tiedot antoivat lähtökohdan 
ensisijaisille tutkimusmenetelmille kuten kyselylle ja haastatteluille. Johtopäätökset 
aiheeseen liittyen tehtiin molempien tutkimusmenetelmien antamista tuloksista. 
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1 Introduction

 

The idea for this thesis came from personal experience. Working with the Vantaa based 

shared taxi company Yellow Line Oy and having carrying out hotel receptionist duties with the 

Helsinki based Hotel Anna provided me with the background and confidence to proceed with 

the thesis topic. Applying personal experiences to a survey of hotels in the metropolitan area 

hotels afforded the possibility to research the main points of development in the service de-

sign process of shared taxi and hotel customers and examine the development of the custom-

er relationship. Since 2006 the researcher has worked for Yellow Line Oy. The tasks have in-

cluded all the different components of the service. As a taxi driver you learn the Helsinki area 

road systems, hotel addresses and rush hours. This perspective develops the professional 

viewpoint in relation to logistical issues concerning how to manage the routes and timetables 

for different customers. This is important as the capacity of taxi service is limited because of 

the number of drivers and cars available on any given point in time. 

 

The business idea of the airport taxi is to provide a high quality shared taxi service for cus-

tomers that need transportation to and from the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport in Finland. The mar-

ket segment is the demand for transportation in relation to air travel; this must be differenti-

ated from the transportation industry as a distinct customer base (Hill & Jones 2007). 

 

Shared taxi pricing is the key element in this service. With fixed prices for different sizes of 

groups and destinations Yellow Line offers a 20% discount of price in comparison with the 

normal taxi rates of Helsinki area. For example if a group of 3 people need a transportation 

from the airport to any Helsinki city center hotel the group price with the current rate would 

be 39.50€ compared with the 50€ charge with a taxi meter. In 1992 the company Yellow Line 

began its operations in Vantaa. The service was new and there was no direct competition 

from other taxi service providers in the Helsinki-Vantaa-Espoo area. The business idea itself 

was adapted from the largest European airports into the Finnish environment and culture. 

Basically the service costs customers less than a normal taxi, but takes 10 to 15 minutes long-

er to arrive at the destination compared to standard transportation from the Helsinki-Vantaa 

Airport to city center. 

 

At the moment in 2013 there are still no direct competitors for Yellow Line Airport shared 

taxi service in Finland; this gives the company the opportunity to be the standard for the 

niche market it is in. The price level and the quality of service have competition in-directly 

with normal taxis, limousine services, charter taxis and buses and normal buses from the air-

port. 
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These in-direct competitors have different positions in the airport transportation market de-

pending on the availability of the service the destination of the customer in question. There is 

no train connection from the airport to city, but in 2015 the state owned VR railway company 

will start the service to Helsinki via Tikkurila station in Vantaa. 

 

The research methods of this thesis are commonly practiced in the field of business manage-

ment. The surveys and interviews give quantitate and qualitative information which are con-

sidered to be primary research methods, secondary methods include database information 

from the company’s own database and public information available in the articles and text-

book as well as internet based sources. The survey conducted with the metropolitan area ho-

tels was the first step to locate the issues and problems in the customer relationship. After 

the data was collected from the survey the interviews had a better information base and the 

questions were better quality and accuracy. 

 

The research problem is to picture the current situation with problems and potential devel-

opment issues between airport taxi service and hotels. Thesis aims to answer questions con-

cerning the areas of future development of the shared taxi service, how to improve the quali-

ty of the service with the capacity available to execute the proposals. The environment and 

the in-direct competition have an effect on the possibilities and this is what thesis tries to 

conclude. 

 

The research and development of the product or a service depends also on the size of the 

company. Yellow Line could be considered as small to medium size company or SME. The 

challenges for in terms of service development are evident and defined by the author 

Chesbrough; “SMEs’ management is often focused on daily issues and systematic, long-term 

business development gets less attention” (Chesbrough 2010). 

 

The positives for a SME company are the unique advantages in the ability to change the 

course of action more rapidly and to see the emerging opportunities. SME’s are able to find 

new markets that are small for larger companies but present enough potential demand for a 

smaller company (Chesbrough 2010). 

  

1.1 Introducing key concepts of airport taxi services 

 

This part introduces some of the concepts that are important to understand the market seg-

ment of airport taxi services in Finland. With these concepts a reader should have a better 

overview of the market and understanding of the business itself. The main concept is the 

shared taxi business and the understanding of the business. The shared taxi relates to group 
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taxi which means that you share the price and the journey with other possible passengers in 

order to save your own money. 

 

The pricing of the shared taxi has the logic of a fixed prices based on the location of the final 

destination in accordance with the number of the people in the same group going together 

into the same hotel or address. The departure time from the airport is on average around 10 

minutes from the moment the first customer books transportation to the destination. Normal-

ly people heading towards same direction are ordered to enter the same minivan. The idea is 

based on the logic of logistics and time consumption; people are not ready to spend more 

than an hour in the van for the discount it offers to them.   

 

1.1.1 The In-direct competion 

 

As Yellow Line does not have any direct competitor in the niche market of airport transporta-

tion it is important to understand the term in-direct competition. At the Helsinki airport the 

in-direct competition consist the public transportation system with buses and the regular tax-

is of the Metropolitan area (Personal Information). 

 

1.1.2 Benchmarking 

 

To give an overall idea about the business of airport transportation in a group taxi we need to 

seek for benchmarks internationally. Because Yellow Line does not have a direct competitor 

inside Finland in this market segment. One of the benchmark companies the researcher found 

is the UK based Express airport taxi. This company seems to have a variety of different ser-

vices and vehicles ranging from buses to regular taxis. From a researcher’s point this company 

appears to have the capacity and service level that is higher than Yellow Line’s and because 

of this it serves as an excellent benchmark (www.expressairporttaxi.co.uk). 

 

1.1.3 Routing and scheduling 

 

Considering the levels of investment on vehicles and organizations the transport corporations 

value the importance of good routing and scheduling. These concepts are discussed by Grant 

etc. in the book on fundamentals of logistic management (Grant 2006).Routing and scheduling 

dictate the total revenue for any transportation company and Yellow Line is no exception in 

this case. 
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1.1.4 Limitations of the study 

 

The approach to the study is knowledge based. The experience of the service process and the 

different touch points in the service gave the motivation to begin the case study. The case 

company is familiar as the researcher has worked there for more than five years. Also the ex-

perience of working as a hotel receptionist gave the background and confidence for research. 

The limitations of the study are related to the resources and the time limits of the research-

er. The problem of being bias to own experience is a possibility that cannot be excluded to-

tally.   

 

2 Theoretical background 

 

The collection of different secondary documented data; interviews, statistics, internet 

sources and organizational databases were used in combination with the primary research 

methods to narrow down the issues involved with the topic (Saunders,Lewis & Thornhill 2003). 

After this process the decisions concerning the theoretical background were conducted. 

 

The theories introduces in this study relate to the customer relations management and devel-

opment. The process of service production is also discussed and the right methods to follow 

the development of this process. According to writers Cooper and Schindler the term business 

research describes an inquiry of relevant information that the managers are able to use for 

decision making and to maximize business performance. (Cooper, Schindler:2006) 

 

According to author John Goodman everyone has a stake in customer service (Goodman, J. 

2009). This is true in the customer service relations between Helsinki-Espoo area hotels and 

Yellow Line airport taxies. Both counterparts have a stake in the wellbeing of the hotel cus-

tomers and in the smooth and effective process of transporting these customers to and from 

the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport to city center hotels. Mr. Goodman concludes that regardless of 

where in the organization you keep a position there is a way for you to improve your custom-

er’s experience of the service. He also states that by avoiding problems with your customers 

you are able to cut the additional operational costs (Goodman, J. 2009).  

 

2.1 The total quality concept 

 

The total quality term is presented as a set of values that together enable the company to 

develop its’ competitiveness in the target market. The different elements effecting the mar-

ket position are continual improvement of; products, services, people, processes and envi-

ronments. The three–legged stool of total quality is an approach that presents the total quali-

ty concept in a relatively easy way. This concept considers the customer to be in the driver’s 
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seat and focuses on the needs and demands from the consumer’s perspective. (Goetsch & Da-

vis 2010) 

 

 

Figure 1: The Tree-Legged Stool of Total Quality 

 

2.2 Customer Relations Management 

 

One of the basic theories involving CRM is the concept of customer-supplier relationship; this 

relationship is descripted in the Pyramid of relation chart below. This chart presents differ-

ent stages in the relationship from the potential prospect customer to a long-term partner-

ship between the service provider and the customer (Peelen 2005). The first step from bot-

tom up is the prospect of a new customer, the last is the partnership. The steps in between 

the extremes of the pyramid present the different phases of the supplier-customer relation-

ship.  

 

A regular customer of Yellow Line would be someone who uses the service from the airport to 

a hotel as a first option and might even know the personnel and the drivers on first name ba-

ses. As soon as a transaction has been made the prospect or a potential customer becomes a 

customer. If there is history of more than one transaction then according to author Peelen the 

customer is considered as a client. The degree of feeling and attachment regulate then the 

relationship as a supporter or even an ambassador of the service and its supplier. a partner 

promotes the service to others and feels deeply about the service supplier ( Peelen 2005). 
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Figure 2: The Pyramid of relation by Ed Peelen, 2005 

 

2.3 Analytical CRM 

 

The analytical CRM (Customer Relations Management) deals with the issues concerning the 

possible data bases and customer knowledge in order to manage the supplier-customer rela-

tionship. The so called relationship data should be collected and accuracy studied to assist in 

creation of customer relations policy. To maintain the quality of the relationship data the 

managers should report the findings for further analysis and development (Peelen 2005). 

 

The chart explains the relations of sub-aspects of CRM in order to produce a clear picture of 

the current and changing situations. This diagram is from the CRM book by Ed Peelen, it has 

the different phases of customer relations data gathering in order to result in better under-

standing of market segment and the effectiveness of the marketing to result in profits. The 

identification of your customer base the right policy should lead to better outcomes in the 

long-run (Peelen 2005). 
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Figure 3: The sub-aspects of analytical CRM 

 

2.4 Relationship marketing 

 

The relationship between a supplier and customer creates the possibility for relationship mar-

keting (RM). RM by definition is marketing based on interaction within the networks of suppli-

ers (Gummesson 2002). This applies to service sector and to Yellow Line’s relation with the 

Helsinki-Espoo area hotels. Gummerson expresses the mutual interests as a key concept for a 

successful RM. The so called win-win situation is the main reason for the hotels to promote 

the shared taxi service to their customers. Yellow Line adds value to the customer service and 

in turn receives revenue for transporting the passengers to Helsinki-Vantaa airport. For a SME 

company RM is important as it does not require a separate marketing budget. 

 

2.5 Different Customer value categories 

 

For Yellow Line the customers have a different value in terms of profitability and relation-

ship. Hotel customers are important as they present a customer base that has a long-term 

potential. It is because of this that Yellow Line has an interest in Helsinki-Espoo region hotels 

and hostels. Authors Don Pepper and Martha Rogers introduce four categories of customers 

with different importance to a company (Peppers, Rogers 2004). 

2.5.1 Most Valuable Customers 
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Customers that have the highest value for the company are basically those who are in a con-

stant business relation with the company. MVC’s are important to a company for profit mar-

gins and loyalty. For Yellow Line the most important customer group is the 1 to 2 passenger 

orders from a single address or a hotel (Personal Information, 2013). Over a half of all the 

customers are from this group, this includes both price areas; area 1 and 2. 

2.5.2 Most Growable Customers 

 

MGC’s are customers that present the most potential for revenue growth. These customers 

need customer relations development in order to deepen the relationship; different policies 

or added service value (Peppers, Rogers 2004). Yellow Line has the opportunity as a market 

segment leader to change the strategy towards this group of customers without the pressures 

of direct competition (Personal Information, 2013). 

2.5.3 Below-Zeros 

 

From a company’s point of view this customer segment is extremely difficult to be reached as 

potential consumers. Even with a marketing campaign the end result is uncertain. Below-

zeros are customers that bring no profits and their long-term value as customers is close to 

non-existing (Peppers, Rogers 2004). 

 

2.5.4 Migrators 

 

Migrators are consumers that change their consumption behavior within a limited range. The 

potential is hard to detect and the profit margins are small. The aim for any company as well 

as Yellow Line should be to transfer these customers into MGC: s (Peppers, Rogers 2004).  

These types of customers could relate to the private pick-up passengers from the Helsinki city 

hotels. A private order does not bring the best possible revenue in the morning rush hour as 

there cannot be any other passengers in the car to increase the total profit of a single round 

from the city to airport (Personal Information, 2013). More separate pick-up in one round bet-

ter and more effective the turnover is. 

 

2.6 Service Business Marketing Mix 

 

The importance of integrated marketing mix for service buyers is explained in the Business 

Marketing Management book by authors Michael Hutt and Thomas Speh. The mix includes ser-

vice packaging, pricing, promotion and distribution (Hutt, Speh 2004). The key point the au-

thors make is that the management of the buyer – seller relationship is related to the de-

pendence of that relation for both counterparts. Service business needs a customer oriented 
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approach when developing the marketing mix. This is reality to a SME company Yellow Line, 

with the resources it has the focus has to be on the customer satisfaction.  

2.6.1 Segmentation 

 

In order to create a successful marketing mix the segmentation has to be precise and accu-

rate for each 4 stages of the mix. The targeted market segment group is homogenous custom-

er base and this fact has to reflect in the different parts of the mix (Hutt, Speh, 2004). Ac-

cording to authors in many cases the customers expect the services to be customized and tai-

lor made to meet their demands and criteria, this fact leads to the importance of market 

segmentation especially in a niche market of airport transportations (Hutt, Speh, 2004). 

 

2.6.2 Service Packages 

 

Around the core service there can be a range of customized services for different situations. 

In Yellow Line’s case the service packages are either for private or shared transportations. 

The shared taxi service means that the customer shares the minivan with other passengers 

and doing so receives a discount of 20% in comparison to regular taxi price level. 

 

The company offers also a private transportation service with an exclusive transportation in-

side Finland. The private service can be a trip in between two cities or just a pick up from an 

address to Helsinki airport. If customers want that the driver waits for them at the arrivals 

hall with a name sign then this service costs extra. 

 

2.6.3 Pricing Business Services 

 

The first issue the authors argue about pricing is the question of meeting the right kind of 

demand with the correct pricing policy. A company has to take into consideration possible 

peaks of demand and the limited capacity of resources to produce a service at any given mo-

ment (Hutt, Speh, 2004). 

 

For Yellow Line pricing policy is related to Helsinki region taxi prices in a sense that the 

shared taxi should on average be around 20% cheaper than a regular taxi from Helsinki city 

center to Helsinki airport. It is a tradeoff between time and money, a customer should reach 

airport in less than one hour with a competitive price. If a customer is in a hurry and needs a 

fast service then this must be organized separately. 
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For a longer distance fairs between cities Yellow Line has fixed prices that are calculated 

based on regular taxi prices. The price is almost the same with a regular taxi, but with Yellow 

Line customer has the opportunity to have a larger vehicle for a small group with luggage.  

 

2.6.4 Services Promotion 

 

In service sector it is very important to sell the service internally to employees of the compa-

ny. The customer satisfaction level is in a straight relation with the quality of the workers to 

execute and to promote the service experience to their clients (M.Hutt, T. Speh, 2004). Yel-

low Line drivers have the central role in promotion of the service. The main rules and behav-

ior matters are been dealt with irregularity and usually come up after a customer complain. 

The standard clothes and service manners are the key promotion means for the case compa-

ny. With different types of cultural backgrounds from Estonians to Moroccans the drivers ap-

proach service in different ways and set of rules. The variety of language skills is also an im-

portant factor in service promotion (Personal Information). 

 

2.6.5 Services Distribution 

 

The main point in service distribution is the ability of company to deliver the service package 

to end users. The direct sale in the case company situation is reached by customers arriving 

to the service desks at the Helsinki airport arrivals halls 1 and 2A (M.Hutt, T. Speh, 2004). The 

logistics of the service are in direct relation with time consumption. The policy of the Yellow 

Line Company is to introduce a 10 minute waiting period for a client as make a booking by the 

service desk. The idea is that the customers heading towards same direction are summoned 

to enter the same minivan. In this way company tries to maximize its service production ca-

pacity and avoid trip or rounds that take too much time to drive. 

 

Yellow Line has on average 8 cars per shift available for regular and hotel customers; this lim-

it’s the capacity to handle multiple orders for same time frame. The hotel receptions act as 

additional service desks for Yellow Line. The logic is similar to that at the airport; customers 

are able conduct bookings directly communicating with the receptionists of their hotel and 

receptionist call the Yellow Line booking center on their behalf.  

 

3 Research approach 

 

The key technique used for the research idea generation was rational thinking. Rational think-

ing examines person’s own strengths and interests, looks at past project titles, is open to dis-

cussions and search the relevant literature (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2003). The experi-
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ences as a hotel receptionist for Hotel Anna in Helsinki city center and as an employee of Yel-

low Line Oy gave a knowledge based history which was beneficial during the idea generation 

process. 

 

For the thesis it was essential to conduct a primary research in co-operation with a secondary 

one. Primary research is used to locate the research problems with quantitate and qualitative 

data gathering methods. The case company operates in a niche market and has no direct 

competition in Finland, this means that the secondary data available was in-directly related 

to the shared taxi market of Helsinki-Vantaa Airport. The secondary data was important to 

narrow down the market situation of the transportation market at the airport. 

 

The decision to approach the study with two different strategies became from the need to 

combine quantitative and qualitative methods and to mix with secondary and primary data. 

This strategy is descripted as a multi-method. These methods included in-depth interviews, 

questionnaire and e-mail interviews (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2003). 

 

The survey was conducted with 35 Helsinki-Espoo region hotels and hostels, 34 hotels submit-

ted the questioners back and 199 receptionists in total answered the survey giving it a sizea-

ble sample to search for research problems in relation to the hotels and Yellow Line airport 

taxi service. The chosen questionnaire technique was the self-administered delivery and col-

lection questioner. This method was chosen based on the need to reach the particular persons 

as respondents namely the receptionists (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2003). 

 

The individual interview is the most common method for data collection in qualitative re-

search (Nunkoosing 2005). Individual interviews in this study follow the guideline of 

knowledge based focus on the interviewed person. In this case the interview with the operat-

ing manager of Yellow Line was a key interview with the benefit of overall and company in-

side information on the research topic and the customer service relation between the hotels 

and Yellow Line. The manager provided the company database to be used for research pur-

poses. This type of interview could be labeled as an in-depth qualitative interview (Rubin 

2012). The database gave information on the magnitude of bookings ordered by different ho-

tels and the times of a day when the hotel customers would arrive to airport. The relationship 

between the interviewer and interviewee was based on mutual respect. In this way the pro-

cess of finding out the possible problems and solutions was conducted (Rubin 2012). 

 

3.1 Mystery Shopping 

 

The mystery shopping concept is introduced when there is a need for evaluation of the quality 

of service. The person acting as a mystery shopper enters the shop or service as a regular cus-
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tomer, but is prepared to make conclusions and observations according to the instruction he 

or she has received before (Newhouse I, 2004). In the case study there is an interview with a 

shadow customer who used the Yellow Line shared taxi service in on the 19.12.2012 06:05 

from Espoo, Leppävaara to Helsinki-Vantaa Airport T2 (Interview with Ms. Salzano, 2012). 

 

In the interview Ms. Salzano reports the service process and the experiences she had with the 

shared taxi. She compared the service with the other in-direct transportation methods availa-

ble for her. In the answers given to her before the journey she reflects the service from a 

customer’s point of view and indicates the level of satisfaction she had. 

 

3.2 Benchmarking 

 

Benchmarking is a method in which a company tries to learn from its competitors in order to 

develop its own service. Normally the .idea is that a company finds a competitor that has 

shown success and is in a better position at the market (Kotler 2009). The case company for 

benchmarking is the UK based Express Airport Taxi. This company presents a high quality 24/7 

service with multiple vehicles and competitive price level. The internet site is professional 

and gives customers the opportunity to study the different service packages. In comparison 

with Yellow Line the British company has more capacity and resources. 

 

3.3 Survey and its processing 

 

For the purpose of finding the research problem a survey was conducted in the months of 

September and October of 2012. This survey had two types of questions for the Helsinki-Espoo 

area hotel receptionists to answer. The quantitative scaled questions about the service level 

satisfaction; these included the availability of the service, the pick-up time accuracy, con-

ducting the booking for taxi, drivers’ conduct at the hotel and the pricing policy. There were 

also two yes or no answer questions about the possible recommendation of the service and 

the familiarity of the service to hotel customers. These questions provided a 1 to 5 scaled 

answers from, 1=weak to 5=excellent values. 

 

The survey was conducted during the period of September and October of 2012 and the an-

swers were collected by hand by the end of October by the researcher. The questioner was 

submitted to hotels and hostel in order to reach over 200 Helsinki-Espoo are receptionists. 

The number of receptionists varieties between 5 to 20 depending on the size and the capacity 

of a single hotel or a chain. The researcher distributed the survey to 35 hotels and to 210 re-

ceptionists. 34 hotels and 199 receptionists answered the survey and received a thank you 

letter with a promise of customer relation developments as a result of the survey study (Sur-

vey and the Feedback letters, see Appendix). 
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The open question part of the survey gave the opportunity for receptionists to present their 

personal views and observations in relation to Yellow Line and the shared taxi service. The 

summary of the open question answers was produced into a word document. In the summary 

the different answers were summon to point out the key research problems for the thesis. In 

this way the background for further research with interviews as the main method was creat-

ed. 

 

The different values and discussion topics from the survey were introduced to the interview 

stage of the research. In the interview with the Head of Staff and the Operations Mr. Autio 

the research problems and the knowledge of the market could interact and give more results 

for the study to proceed into next interviews. The inside knowledge of Mr. Autio was in value 

to find the practical and long-term solutions and idea about the development of the service 

relations with the Helsinki-Espoo area hotels. 

 

After the interview with the Yellow Line manager the next step was to interview the booking 

center personnel about the possible solutions and development issues found so far. These 

findings made it possible to conduct a detailed and more specific look into the research prob-

lems discovered at that point in time. 

 

The interview feedback and results were processed further to be presented to some of the 

most important Yellow Line customer hotels and receptionists based on the number of book-

ings. The exact research problem was found and discussed with receptionists from selected 

hotels in Helsinki city. The findings and the answers from these interviews were processed 

with word documents and presented in an attachment in the appendix of this study. 

 

3.4 The validity of the study 

 

As stated in the David Silverman’s book of Interpreting qualitative data the author states that 

the two main criteria for validation are; comparing different kinds of data (e.g.quantative 

and qualitative), because if these two methods have a strong connection with the results it 

could be interpreted with the term triangulation. (Silverman, D.2011).The other validation 

criteria is the respondent validation in which the respondents verify one’s findings. 

 

The primary research method involved interviews with all the professions and positions in-

cluded in the service process of booking the shared taxi from a hotel by the receptionists on 

customer’s behalf to Yellow Line organization dealing with the daily hotel pick-ups. The fact 

that the researcher of the study has worked in all the positions of this process gave him the 

unique perspective on the subject. 
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These positions include; working as a receptionist for Hotel Anna and all the positions in-

volved with handling these order on Yellow Line’s behalf; as a driver of normal Helsinki li-

censed taxi and shared airport taxi, as a shift manager at the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport dealing 

with the customers arriving to Finland and to Helsinki located hotel and as a booking center 

operative answering to booking orders conducted with telephone calls and e-mails from the 

hotels in question. 

 

With the experience and the background from both perspectives as a receptionist and as a 

Yellow Line employee the personal information and knowledge gave an opportunity to search 

for an objective and accurate conclusions and recommendations for customer relations devel-

opment. The challenge was to maintain the objectivity and to understand the motives and the 

reasons for the current business relationship between Yellow Line and Helsinki metropolitan 

hotels. 

 

The practical operation process behind the shared taxi service from the logistical and capaci-

ty points of view is important. As a driver and as a shift manager you are able to comprehend 

what are the limitations in terms of time and availability to process an order. The overall per-

spective of the Helsinki-Espoo area road map and traffic is a key issue (Traffic volume map, 

2013) 

 

3.5 The reliability of the study 

 

In the book, Survey Methodology, the authors write about the problem of bias or expected 

values. Bias is the difference between the expected value and the true value being estimates 

(Groves, R. & etc., 2004). The decision to use both the secondary and the primary research 

methods increased the possibility to achieve a more objective and realistic research result. 

Understanding the problem of being bias to the case company is important. Knowledge of the 

process is an argument for reliability, but it is useful to comprehend the term knowledge. In 

the text Knowledge Management authors Awad and Chaziri argue the different element that 

create the term knowledge. There are three parts; a fact that is relatively obvious for exam-

ple milk is white, a procedural rule that indicates the sequence of events in relation to any 

given main event. The reaction to that particular situation based on a memory of always re-

peating the same order of behavior. And lastly the heuristic rule of thumb that relies on years 

of experience on the process in question (Awad & Chaziri 2004).  

  

4 Empirical study 
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The case company Yellow Line Oy has operated in the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport from 1992 as a 

shared taxi service mainly to Helsinki-Espoo region, but also covering the entire area of Fin-

land in case if someone has a need to be transported to cities outside the normal service re-

gion of the capital area (www.airporttaxi.fi). 

 

The Head Quarters is located in Vantaa, next to airport. From this location the operative 

management controls over 100 employees and 32 cars of different sizes. The model for the 

airport service is VW Transporter with 9 seats for passengers. There is also a larger capacity 

model from Mercedes Benz with the 16 seated Sprinter. The regular taxis operate with MB 200 

E models (www.airporttaxi.fi). 

 

4.1 The organization of Yellow Line 

 

The organization of Yellow Line is typical for a small to medium size company or SME. The 

main office is located next to the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport just a walking distance away from 

the terminals T1 and T2. The top management is the CEO of the company who controls the 

strategic management with the help of the Head of Staff; the role of Head of Staff is also to 

look after the daily operations in co-operation with the CEO and human resource issues of 

personnel (Personal Communications, 2012). 

 

The Admin Department handles the bookkeeping and the salaries of the personnel, this de-

partment consist of two full-time positions. The regional head of sales is responsible of sales 

management issues in connection with the shift managers and booking center professionals 

(Personal Communications, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 4: The Organizational map of Yellow Line Oy 
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http://www.airporttaxi.fi/
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4.2 The Service and the production flow diagram 

 

In the diagram of the service flow of the shared taxi service the approach is the customer 

journey and everything surrounding customer. The service starts from the arrivals hall T2A, 

the first impressions and experiences are important for any type of service provider. This is 

reflected by John Goodman in his strategic customer service book as he points out the statis-

tic of the value of customer experiences. More than 50% of all new customers for investment, 

retail and health-care products are as a direct result of word-of-mouth referrals (Goodman, J. 

2009). This means that the importance of the customer centered strategy is suitable for Yel-

low Line’s type of SME, the potential of new customers is in connection with how the custom-

ers react to the service and report about it to receptionists. The receptionists want to serve 

the hotel customers with the best possible transportation service to Helsinki-Vantaa Airport. 

 

In the chart below there are 8 different steps or touch points for the service. The communica-

tion between customers and Yellow Line managers, drivers and hotel receptionists is in the 

center of the service process, it is the single most important element inside the flow of ser-

vice. The different language and cultural differences create a challenge to execute the ser-

vice in a perfect fashion. Any misunderstanding between personnel and the customers or re-

ceptionists would result in a failure of the service. Authors Johnson and Grier argue in their 

article that the Managing Consumer-to-Consumer Interaction (CCI) is an essential task for ser-

vice providers. This is because of the presence of other consumers within the same service 

setting might influence one's service experience either positively or negatively. The authors 

state also that the CCI management becomes even more critical in multicultural societies as 

it implies the integration of consumers from different cultural backgrounds (Johnson, G& 

Grier, S., 2013). 
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Figure 5: The airport taxi service process flow chart with 8 steps 

 

4.3 The competition in the market segment 

 

There are no direct competitors in terms of shared airport taxi service from and to the airport 

in Finland. This means that Yellow Line has had the rear opportunity to set the price level for 

the service with limited competition. The in-direct completion at the moment is the public 

transportation system with busses from airport to Helsinki city. The so called Finnair Bus 

takes customers from the airport to Helsinki Central Railway Station in every 20 minutes with 

the night time exception. Other in-direct competitors are normal Vantaa based taxis, charter 

busses, courtesy shuttle busses from the airport to Vantaa region hotels located in the close 

proximity to airport, these busses are free of charge to hotel customers (Finnair Bus Sched-

ule, 2013). 

 

4.4 The current market situation 

 

At the moment there are different means for transportation for people looking for to reach 

Helsinki-Espoo area hotels. The Helsinki city offers a bus connection straight to city center 

with a charge of 5,60e. The Finnair Bus collects customers outside both terminals 1 and 2; 

this line operates between the central railway station and airport. Yellow Line has no direct 
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competition as it is the only shared taxi provider in the market segment of airport to city 

transportation (Finnair Shuttle Bus Schedule, 2012). 

 

For the Vantaa region hotels next to airport Yellow Line has no interest as the pricing policy 

does not support this, the minimum charge for a shared taxi service is 29,50e and for a close 

to airport destinations this is considered to be too expensive. The airport hotels have a bus 

service free of charge for people staying overnight close to airport. Yellow Line offers to 

transport passengers to more distant Vantaa-Tuusula conference centers and hotels, these 

hotels are at least 15 to 20 minute drive away from the airport and the pricing level is rea-

sonable enough for Yellow Line. The thesis does not study the attitudes of Vantaa region ho-

tel as these hotels are not in the market segment for case company (The Yellow Line Price 

List, 2013). 

 

If we consider the price levels for a regular taxi transportation from the airport to Helsinki 

city center the range for charge is somewhere between 40 to 50 euros depending on the time 

of the day, the size of the group and the location of the hotel. For regular taxis there are a 

lot of so called pre-booked pick-ups that taxi drivers have during the early morning hours. 

This is why the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport is busy with Helsinki-Espoo region taxis around 6 am 

during the week. This time period of 5 am to 7 am is the most import for morning pick-ups 

from the hotels (Helsinki-Vantaa Airport Departures Schedule, 2013). 

 

The location of the hotels is one attribute that restricts the availability of the different trans-

portation services, the railway station area in the city center is most competitive part of Hel-

sinki in terms of the available option to reach airport. Currently even the railway is an option 

even without a direct link to airport. The bus connection number 61 to airport from Tikkurila-

Vantaa railway station is the state owned VR railways offer (www.vr.fi, 2013). 

 

There are different larger taxi companies in both Helsinki and in Espoo that provide and ad-

vertise a special airport transfer price from and to Helsinki-Vantaa, but as these service pro-

viders don’t have a similar types of services and prices for groups strictly from the airport to 

hotels they are to be considered as regular taxis only. And the fact they these taxis don’t 

have an official airport taxi status and no service desks at the terminals limits the capabilities 

to operate solely as airport based group taxis. One consideration is also that Yellow Line with 

the market segment leader status leave very little room to enter the shared taxi airport taxi 

market. 

 

The market situation will chance in 2014 and 2015, in 2014 the Kehärata railway track will 

start its operations connecting the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport with the main railway track from 

Helsinki to Lahti in the Tikkurila Station of Vantaa. This will result possibly in new market 

http://www.vr.fi/
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share position for Yellow Line in the long run. Also the Espoo metro service is a future in-

direct competitor for Yellow Line (Länsimetro Map, 2013), the operations will commence in 

2015 and with the connection to the Kehärata railway connection the metro could be an at-

tempting option even for some Espoo based hotel customers like the Sokos Hotel Tapiola and 

the Radisson Blu Espoo in Otaniemi (Kehärata Map, 2013). 

 

4.5 Survey and its’ purpose 

 

The Helsinki-Espoo region hotel receptionists’ survey dealt with the issue of service quality 

development. Quality is something that the customers refine from their experiences. Custom-

ers have standards and methods of measurement for levels quality. To understand the con-

sumer-driven quality it should be defined what different elements consumers consider when 

determining the quality of a service. According to authors D.Goetsch and S.B.Davis, consum-

ers search for different factors affecting the overall grade for the service quality. In the book 

Quality Management for Organizational Excellence the authors state the following list of fac-

tors for restaurant customers in the process of refining quality restaurants; overall service, 

response time, food preparation, environment or atmosphere, price and the menu. (Goestsch, 

Davis, 2010) 

 

 

4.6 Open question answers in the survey 

 

The main complaint or issue concerning the service is the fact that the service is not available 

during the late hours of day or is impossible to book around a clock. Many Helsinki city center 

hotel receptionists indicated that because of this they are forced to choose other service pro-

viders that operated 24/7. In the answers these in-direct competitors were named and point-

ed out as more feasible options in relation to Yellow Line. The Yellow Line booking center is 

open from 8 am. to 11 pm during the week and on weekend from 12 pm to 9 pm. The online 

booking cannot be done less than 24 hours from the actual pick up time. The Yellow Line 

website stated that the booking center is open till 9 pm, which is incorrect as during the 

week telephone booking is possible until 11 pm (www.airporttaxi.fi, 2013). 

 

In some answers the receptionists indicated that it would be a necessary development to pro-

vide the online booking for hotel receptionists with an access to Yellow Line booking system 

as this would make it easier and faster for receptionists to conduct the booking during busy 

business hours. 

 

Otherwise the different points the receptionists made were in relation to individual incidents 

and with sometimes negative experiences. The conduct of the booking center personnel was 

http://www.airporttaxi.fi/
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discussed and the manner in which the Yellow Line employees present themselves over the 

phone. The stressful rush hours at the hotel and with the booking center present challenges 

for both parts and the limited time and car availability increase the stress levels for both 

counterparts (Personal Information). 

 

4.7 The quantative research 

 

The ordinal or ranked data are the most precise methods of categorical data. These methods 

are used when a researcher is asking to rate or scale the questions in a survey (Saunders, 

Lewis, Thornhill, 2003). There were five different scaled questions ranked from 1 to 5 parts of 

the service satisfaction levels. The receptionists were questioned about the accuracy of the 

pick-up times, the conduct of the drivers in hotel, the booking process, the pricing and avail-

ability of the service. These parts of the service were also commented in the open question 

part of the survey by the receptionists. The open question part of the survey had the purpose 

of allowing the receptionists to express their individual concerns and ideas involving the 

shared taxi service. 

 

In the survey the first part of the service process to be scaled was the accuracy of the pick-up 

times. In the answers to this part the main complaint was that if the drivers were late from 

the hotel they didn’t inform the receptionists about this. This would lead to uneasiness stress 

reflected by the hotel customers. It is of course obvious that the communication between 

drivers and receptionists needs to be developed in order to achieve this goal. 

 

The overall conduct of the drivers of Yellow Line varies depending on the language skills, so-

cial background, religion and nationality. These attributes and personal trades are clear to 

Helsinki-Espoo area receptionists as they themselves are professional in the service sector 

occupation. The open question answers reflected these issues and were critical to behavior at 

the hotel lounge area. 

 

4.8 The availability of the service 

 

In the chart below it is stated the different hotel’s opinions on the service availability. The 34 

different hotels gave answers to a question about how satisfied they felt the service was 

reachable. The results presented a research problem to be studied. Some of the most im-

portant hotels for Yellow Line were not totally satisfied with the business hours of the shared 

taxi service. According to the management of Yellow Line one of the main hotels in terms of 

customer base is the Helka hotel in the city center. In the chart it should be noticed that Hel-

ka has still potential demand as the receptionists of this hotel are not satisfied with the cur-

rent availability which is not a 24/7 service but is limited by the service hours. 
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Espoo based hotel Glo Sello shows the lowest score of 2.83 which would indicate a situation in 

which the receptionists are not satisfied with the availability of the service. Glo Sello is situ-

ated along the Kehä I highway with an optimal distance and logistical location towards the 

Helsnki airport. The lack of availability is in relation to the fact that the Yellow Line’s main 

market is the Espoo region that is situated along the Länsiväylä highway. This means that the 

minivans can be almost full in their capacity at the morning rush hour around 6 am. (Personal 

Information) 

 

 

Figure 6: Availability of service 

 

4.9 The process of ordering the airport taxi from reception 

 

In the figure, the range of values calculated from the responses is from 3 to 5, from satisfac-

tory to excellent. This would indicate that there are limited problems in terms of conducting 

a booking with Yellow Line by receptionists. Hotel Anna scored a lower than an average mark 

for the booking process. In the interview conducted with the Anna receptionist the main issue 

concerning this part of the service process was the inability to order Yellow Line service via 

internet (Personal information, 2013). 

 

The other observation is that the Hotel Growne Plaza does not use the Yellow Line service as 

the Finnair Bus station is very closely located next to the hotel. The cheapness of the Finnair 

Bus in comparison to case company gives it the competitive advantage if customers are look-
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ing the lowest price in their transportation to the Helsinki airport. Yellow line can compete 

for the same customers, but its appeal in this particular hotel is the group orders with a lot of 

luggage. Hotel Helka is an active user of airport taxi service. The low rate of 3 would indicate 

that there could be more potential for orders from Helka if the ordering via booking center 

could handle more orders (Personal Information), 

 

 

Figure 7: Ordering process 

 

4.10 The accuracy of the pick-ups 

 

In the figure, the results reflect the impressions and the levels of service that receptionist 

have valued regarding the pick-ups. The question presented was the satisfaction level with 

the commitment with the time arranged with Yellow Line booking center. The low average 

indicates that there is a problem with delayed pick-ups. Hotel Glo Kluuvi and Sokos Htl Hel-

sinki have lower than the average numbers for pick-ups. The issue to point out is the fact that 

these two hotels are situated on the same street of Kluuvikatu and the access to this street is 

limited by the Helsinki city as the street is considered as a promenade for pedestrians. 
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Figure 8: Accuracy of pick ups 

 

4.11 The overall conduct of the Yellow Line drivers 

 

The drivers of the airport taxi interact with the receptionists on daily bases and leave an im-

pression afterwards. The receptionists were asked about the overall satisfaction level regard-

ing the drivers. The scaled measurement from 1 to 5, from weak to excellent was in practice. 

The small luxury hotel Fabian gave a low average of 2.86, the high standards of this particular 

5 star hotel set the demand for service very high. Also the particular incident involving a 

driver’s mistake was expressed in the survey. 

 

Sokos Hotel Tapiola Garden scored 4.60 in relation to the conduct of Yellow Line drivers. 

when asked about this high score, the operating managers of Yellow Line expressed the view 

that the hotel in question orders Yellow Line service very seldom and the high score is not 

necessary valid in this sense (Personal Information).  
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Figure 9: Drivers conduct 

 

4.12 The clarity of airport taxi pricing 

 

In this segment the receptionists of the metropolitan area hotels valuated the shared taxi 

pricing’s fixed price levels and the logic and clarity of the group pricing. With a few excep-

tions the answers had a very similar high score. After 20 years of operations in the market 

segment the hotels and the customers seem to have a clear understanding of the service and 

the logic behind the pricing policy. With the 20 % cheaper price than the regular taxi passen-

gers are willing to spend the extra traveling time from the city center to airport. The price 

list is in both Finnish and English and can be found from the company website and in the hotel 

lobbies (www.airporttaxi.fi). 
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Figure 10: Pricing 

 

4.13 Summary of the quantitate research data with a list of hotels 

 

The figures below present the entire list of hotels and hostels that were in the survey, the 

results are the averages for each particular component in the service. The higher the average 

then more satisfied the hotel receptionists are. If the average for a single hotel is lower than 

the overall average then that hotel has a negative valuation of the service. This should lead 

to development issues and problem solving in relation to what are the possible improvements. 

The average of all the 199 responses is highlighted with the color red. These values give an 

indication for possible general development issues regarding both the individual and the sam-

ple hotels and hostels. 

 

HOTEL/HOSTEL 1 AVAIL. ORDER PICK UP DRIVER PRICING  

RADISSON BLU ROYAL 3,33 3,33 4,17 3,83 4,33 

GLO KLUUVI 3,75 3,75 3,00 4,00 4,25 

SCANDIC CONTINENTAL 3,75 3,25 4,00 4,25 4,50 

RIVOLI JARDIN 4,20 3,60 4,40 4,20 4,20 

HELKA 3,00 3,00 3,86 3,29 4,00 

GLO SELLO 2,83 3,67 3,83 4,00 3,80 

HOLIDAY INN MESSUKESKUS 4,00 4,00 3,89 3,89 3,78 

TÖÖLÖ TOWERS 4,29 4,29 4,43 3,86 4,14 

SOKOS HTL PASILA 3,60 3,40 4,00 4,20 4,40 

RADISSON BLU SEASIDE 3,91 3,91 4,45 4,00 4,64 

HELLSTEN ESPOO 3,75 3,75 4,00 4,00 4,25 

HANASAARI CENTER 3,75 4,25 4,00 4,25 4,00 
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RADISSON BLU ESPOO 4,00 3,83 4,50 3,67 4,00 

HILTON KALASTAJATORPPA 4,00 4,80 4,00 3,60 4,20 

SCANDIC MARSKI 3,45 3,82 4,45 4,36 4,36 

SCANDIC SIMONKENTTÄ 3,50 3,17 3,67 3,50 4,00 

HOTELLI ANNA 3,50 3,75 4,50 5,00 5,00 

GLO HTL ART 4,00 4,00 3,83 4,00 4,50 

EUROHOSTEL 4,17 4,50 3,83 3,83 4,33 

SOKOS HTL HKI 3,20 3,80 2,80 3,00 4,00 

BEST WESTERN KATAJANOKKA 3,83 3,83 3,83 3,83 4,50 

RADISSON BLU PLAZA 4,08 4,08 4,17 4,25 4,58 

HOTEL ARTHUR 3,50 3,50 3,50 4,00 4,00 

SOKOS HTL VAAKUNA HKI 3,33 3,67 4,00 3,67 3,67 

CUMULUS HTL HAKANIEMI 3,00 3,75 3,75 4,50 4,25 

SOKOS HTL ALEKSANTERI 3,00 3,50 4,00 4,50 5,00 

GLO HTL AIRPORT 3,00 3,00 3,00 3,00 3,00 

SOKOS HTL TORNI 4,75 4,75 4,50 3,50 4,25 

HILTON STRAND 4,00 4,00 4,25 4,25 4,25 

HOTEL HAVEN 3,29 3,29 4,14 3,43 4,00 

HTL FABIAN 3,71 3,29 3,14 2,86 3,86 

SOKOS HTL TAPIOLA GARDEN 4,60 5,00 4,60 4,60 4,20 

SCANDIC GRAND MARINA HTL 3,82 3,64 4,18 4,09 4,73 

GROWNE PLAZA HTL 3,00 3,00 3,83 4,33 4,00 

      Average for all the answers 3,72 3,80 4,00 3,94 4,24 
Table 1: Total results of survey 

 

4.14 Interpretation on the summary of hotel averages 

 

The chart above illustrates the averages and the individual scores for each specific hotel. For 

development reasons the lowest scores for each category are highlighted in red. In the sec-

tion for availability Glo Sello hotel in Espoo Leppävaara has the lowest average of all. The 

reasoning for this is the strong demand for Espoo region pick-ups. As a result the Espoo region 

pick-ups normally have a limited number of vacant seats as the Sello hotel is close to the air-

port and the home address pick-ups fill the cars before it would be logistically possible to 

serve the demand from Glo Sello (Personal Information, 2013). 

 

Hotel Helka in the Helsinki city center has a high demand for Yellow Line taxies, reasoning is 

that the hotel customers don’t have to walk to the railway station with their luggage and that 

the location of the Helka offers the possibility to add hotel customers to a variety of different 

pick-up rounds (Personal Information, 2013). As a MVC for Yellow Line Helka has more poten-

tial for revenue as the disappointment in the ordering process is evident from the low aver-

age. 
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The accuracy of pick-up time is important as the hotel customers are waiting for the airport 

taxi to transfer them safely and on time to airport. The stress of this is reflected to the re-

ceptionists of these hotels as they look after the wellbeing of their customers (Personal In-

formation, 2013). In the chart the two lowest averages are to be found from the two hotels 

situated on the same pedestrian promenade street of Kluuvikatu. The hotels in question are 

the Glo Kluuvi and the Sokos Hotel Helsinki. This particular street is difficult to access for a 

larger van or a 16 seat MB Transporter as the people are walking along the street. This means 

that the drivers have to be extra careful in order to avoid possible problems with pedestrians. 

 

The conduct and professionalism of the Yellow Line drivers in the hotel environment is a part 

of the service process which is the easiest to fix. In the results there are a number of hotels 

that have scored below the average of 3, 94. The Fabian hotel in the Southern part of the city 

gave the lowest grade for Yellow Line drivers. The reasons for this are the single bad experi-

ences that the receptionists have had with the service. In the survey the Fabian personnel 

express the concerns and describe the incidents in detail- 

 

Finally the last component in service process is the pricing of the shared taxi service. The 

price list is normally located in the hotel lobbies close to the reception area so that the po-

tential customers have an opportunity to observe the service and ask for information. The 

price of the service is fixed and follows logic of increasing as the size of the group is larger. 

There are two different price levels depending on the distance from Helsinki-Vantaa airport 

and on logistics. If a hotel is close to airport then the Yellow Line pricing is not always com-

petitive. For example the Holiday Inn Messukeskus in Pasila doesn’t recommend the service as 

the price for a normal taxi with a meter is almost the same and the taxi stand is outside the 

Messukeskus Fair Center main entrance. Of course if the size of the group leaving the Holiday 

Inn Messukeskus hotel is more than 3 then a minivan like the airport taxi has a demand (Per-

sonal Information, 2013). 

 

4.15 The three most important hotels for Yellow Line 

 

According to the Yellow Line operational management the most orders from metropolitan ho-

tels come from hotels hotel Helka, Hotel Scandic Grand Marina and Radisson Blu Seaside. In 

the chart of the hotel averages these hotels in question are highlighted with blue color to 

emphasis the results. The results of these hotels give the most accurate picture on the quality 

of the service and the potential in revenues (Personal Information). 

 

4.16 Strengths 
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The strengths of the shared taxi service are the pricing and the reliable service. According to 

management of the company the pricing depending on distance and destination is close to 20 

% cheaper than a regular taxi in the Helsinki-Espoo region. The pricing is fixed and has differ-

ent prices for different sizes of groups. The service can be pre-booked as a normal taxi, but 

with no extra booking fees. The booking can also be conducted via internet 24 hours before 

departure from the chosen location (Interview with Mr.Autio, 2013). 

 

For hotel customers Yellow Line offers easy access to booking with the support of the recep-

tionists at the hotel. This means that a foreigner is able to book a taxi without speaking Finn-

ish or knowing the local taxi provider telephone numbers. The pick is conducted from the ho-

tel with the pick-up time that in normal conditions would bring the passengers into airport 2 

hours before the departure of the flight. The arrival times to airport of Helsinki-Vantaa are on 

the top of the hour and on the bottom of the hour. 

 

The collection of different types of vehicles from a small MB sedan to 16 seats MB Sprinter is 

strength in comparison to regular taxi service. With the mini vans Yellow Line is capable to 

reach small groups and B2B customers. The possibility to tailor make a fixed price for a busi-

ness or a corporation customer offers benefits in terms of billing and charging these B2B cus-

tomers on regular bases. 

 

The services desks at the airport in both terminals 1 and 2A present a unique market place 

location for Yellow Line, to be in close distance from the arrival hall gates is essential for the 

airport taxi service. The in-direct completion is located mainly outside the terminal building, 

this gives an advantage to Yellow Line especially is the weather outside is uncomfortable and 

the regular taxi queues and long (Helsinki-Vantaa Airport Service Map, 2013). 

 

4.17 Weaknesses of Yellow Line 

 

The research findings indicated in the survey state that one of main problems is inability to 

book the service during the late hours of the day, the booking center closes during the week 

at 11 pm and in the weekends 9 pm, some of the hotel customers would like to make a last 

minute bookings for the next morning. In these situations the regular taxi can response in 

with capacity and quickness (www.airporttaxi.fi, 2013). 

 

The marketing of the shared taxi service is limited as the Yellow Line does not have a special 

position for marketing. Instead sends experienced drivers or shift managers as representatives 

to Helsinki area hotels with random schedule and limited strategy. The regional sales manag-

er operates with the regional hotels as Yellow Line has a points system for receptionists who 

conduct the bookings for hotel customers. The communication between the managers and 

http://www.airporttaxi.fi/
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hotels is based on e-mails and random phone conversations, marketing materials are provided 

by the company to hotel lounges and desks. 

 

There is no marketing head or department at Yellow Line, which is a weakness. In Yellow Line 

the marketing is a shared task for the shift managers, the regional sales manager, drivers and 

the B2B marketing by the Head of Staff. No one person is in charge of marketing. This is a 

reflection on the fact that Yellow is SME company with the SME resources. The main source of 

information and marketing for new customers is the company website that presents the com-

pany and the service (www.airporttaxi.fi, 2013). 

 

4.18 Opportunities for Yellow Line 

 

At the moment there is no customer program or special prices for Yellow Line hotel passen-

gers. The marketing of the service to hotels and hostels needs to be revisit and processes with 

the resources available. The fact that there is no real direct competitor allows the company 

to set the profit margins and price level independently. According to the company’s own da-

tabase from year 2009, the early operating hours around 4 am were justified by revenues. It 

would make sense to rethink the policy of arriving to airport at 5:00 am. the earliest. The 

survey and the interviews gave the impression that the around a ’clock service is desirable, 

but according to managers of Yellow Line hard to execute in practice (Interview with Yellow 

Line management, 2013). 

 

A possible discount card delivered to customers by mail and to be shown to drivers while buy-

ing for the service could be a one option. These types of customer programs can be observed 

in the Finnish retail market with the two dominant retail operators the S-group and the K-

group. A discount of 2 to 3 euros per trip with the frequent customer card could increase the 

hotel customers who visit Helsinki region regularly to choose the shared taxi service. 

 

The communications between drivers and management are limited to sudden individual mo-

ments. The tradition of organizing meetings and feedback sessions for drivers could boost the 

moral and serve as a filter for problems or development issues. Drivers have valuable infor-

mation about the service and the limitations and possibilities of it. There should be at least 

one representative for drivers that takes part in the management meetings and reflects the 

feelings and ideas from the drivers. A motivated driver with good attitude is valuable for ser-

vice development and success.  

 

4.19 Threats for Yellow Line 

 

http://www.airporttaxi.fi/
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The combination of Railway and metro connection from Espoo presents a challenge for Yellow 

Line in the near future of 2014 to 2015. Especially in relation with the Helsinki-Espoo region 

hotels next to metro stations and to railway station of Helsinki. There are many city center 

hotel located from a walking distance of the railway station. For example there are 15 hotels 

next to the central railway station of Helsinki within 1o minutes of walk; Hotel Vaakuna, Ho-

tel Seurahuone, Hotel Helsinki, Hotel Plaza, City Apartments, Hotel Arthur, Scandic Marski, 

Scandic Simonkenttä, Hotel Radisson Royal, Hotel Helka, Hotel Torni, Hotel Glo Kluuvi, Hotel 

Kämp, Holiday Inn City Center and Hotel Presidentti (Helsinki City Center Hotels Map, 2013). 

 

It is practically almost certain that the Helsinki city center receptionists start to promote the 

railway link as a new exciting option to reach the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport. This reasoning 

would suggest possible increase in in-direct completion and could result in decrease of orders 

by the city center hotels. 

 

With the new Kehärata railway link to the airport passengers could reach the destination with 

less than one hour and with a cost of less than 10 euros per person, in contrast to the mini-

mum charge of 29,50 e via Yellow Line for 1 to 2 people (www.airporttaxi.fi). In relation to 

Espoo based hotels this would mean that the orders from Espoo hotels next to metro stations 

would decrease. The increasing cost of petrol present a challenge to any transportation com-

pany. 

 

SME companies have naturally threats with increasing production costs. For Yellow Line these 

costs are the gasoline and the car service costs. The salary system that the company has pre-

sents no threat as the taxi industry in Finland is not organized. This means that there are no 

special industry unions that look after employees interests and employers are able make deals 

that suite their individual motives and resources. 

 

 

5 Conclusions and recommendations 

 

The study focused on the customer relations development issues between airport taxi and the 

Helsinki-Espoo region hotels and hostels. The main research topic was the customer relations 

development and in relation to this the identification of potential problems in the service 

process. In order to detect these problems and challenges a survey was conducted in the 

month of October 2012. From the survey results it was evident that some Helsinki city center 

hotels expressed the limitations of the service to operate during the early morning hours. Yel-

low Line booking center is closed after 11 pm and the morning pick-ups have already been 

distributed to morning shift drivers. These two facts affect the availability of the service. 
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Yellow Line is a SME company that has the ability to react fast to any kind of situation with 

the different and versatile taxi capacity. 32 taxis with a wide range of car models provide an 

excellent tailor made service for any kind of situation. As for any SME company the challenges 

are more long-term based as the competition for airport transportation systems and the traf-

fic levels are increasing in the Helsinki metropolitan area (Traffic volume map, 2013). 

 

In the SWOT-analysis the fact that we are dealing with a SME company was self-evident. The 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats were all in connection with the limited re-

sources of Yellow Line to execute a long-term development plan for CRM. The lack of having a 

sales department or full-time sales expert present difficulties in developing the current cus-

tomer database to help the senior management in their long-term decision making process. 

The analysis and reporting of customer data concerning the pick-up information is one aspect 

that the researcher found to be useful and gave ideas for future business plans. 

 

The service process and the different touch points of that service present a constant chal-

lenge to any SME; Yellow Line is no exception in this regard. The different elements of the 

service that were studied in the survey need constant development and surveillance and re-

porting. The customer feedback is an important and a low cost method to improve the quality 

of the service in long-term. In 2012 Yellow Line opened a Facebook site which is an effective 

channel to gather information, to market the service and to receive comments from custom-

ers. The company website offers the possibility to e-mail a contact person at the booking cen-

ter of Yellow Line (Personal Information, 2013). 

 

The motivation levels of the Helsinki-Espoo region receptionists to market and to promote the 

shared taxi service depend on the knowledge and the experience in co-operating with the 

Yellow Line service. Some hotels are active and give information to their customers. If the 

receptionist is new to the position then the know-how to introduce Yellow Line as an option is 

minimal. At the moment the bonus points program is the only personal reason for a reception-

ist to introduce and use Yellow Line as a supplier of transportation. In some cases this bonus 

system is enough, but from an experience the receptionists don’t always remember their per-

sonal bonus program ID which they give during the booking by phone (Personal Information, 

2013). 

 

5.1 Recommendations 

 

In order to serve the demand for early bookings Yellow Line should start to promote a pick-up 

service policy for hours between 1:30 and 5:00. According to Yellow Line’s own statistics in 

2009 the 4:30 arrival time to airport was still in operation. After 2009, Yellow Line felt the 

need to move the earliest arrival time to Helsinki-Vantaa Airport to 5:00 am. The statistical 
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support for 4:30 arrival time is the comparison of different arrival time in 30 minute intervals 

for the top three hotels that are in business relations with Yellow Line. If the first possible 

arrival time to airport would move to 4:30 am then in logistical terms the driver should have a 

possibility to do a another pick-up round so that the next arrival time is 6:00 or 6:00 am, 

which are the busiest arrival times to airport if we consider hotel customers in general. 

 

The booking center of Yellow Line operates from 8 am to 11 pm during the week, on a week-

end this service is open from 12 pm to 9 pm. In the open question part of the survey and in 

the interviews with hotel receptionists the possibility to book online was disgusted. It was 

noted that in the phone based booking the Yellow Line service person stated in the taped 

voice mail that the Yellow Line will answer any online booking as soon as possible. This ser-

vice according to some receptionists is not available for hotels. And as a result of this there is 

a demand for an online booking system that allows the receptionists to conduct a booking 

from the hotel with immediate confirmation of the booking to hotel and to customers. And 

this would accord the hotels increase the bookings and make the service more smooth and 

professional to handle. The receptionists are not paid by Yellow Line to make the bookings 

the motive is the quality of the service and the price level. To maintain this image it is im-

portant to develop the booking service to be as accessible as possible. 

 

The year 2014 brings the brand new train connection from the Helsinki city center to airport 

with the Kehärata Link (Kehärata Map, 2013). This service brings the passengers close to Cen-

tral Railways station to airport with a competitive price and schedule. The main hotel cus-

tomers for Yellow Line come according to statistics from the hotels that are not located next 

to train station. This is very important to understand strategically and the Yellow Line man-

agement should study their own statistics from previous years to current day to see if there 

are any development issues or possible potential improvements in service based on the prima-

ry research date analysis.  

 

In 2013 there is still time to react to the arrival of the new VR train link. In situations in 

which the in-direct competition is very difficult to beat with price and availability the quality 

of service is the competitive edge. Yellow Line should promote the service to receptionists as 

tailor made quality service for different size groups for hotels close to Finnair Busses and 

railway station. A possible PR-event for city center hotels could be a solution and a method to 

give information about the service. In the receptionist interviews the low motivation level to 

promote the Yellow Line service for free was brought up. The points program for the recep-

tionists should be re-valuated and made easier to access. This was one of the reasons why 

some receptionists indicated that they would prefer an online booking system that allows 

them to enter their personal bonus program number into the booking system. 
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The Länsimetro subway system from Ruoholahti, Helsinki to Matinkylä, Espoo will begin its 

operations in 2015. This metro line will have a connection to Helsinki Central Railway Station. 

A passenger is able to reach Helsinki-Vantaa Airport via the combination of metro and the 

brand new railway link. This reflects the increasing in-direct competition that Yellow Line will 

face in next two years. It is extremely important to maintain the market segment of interna-

tional passengers that arrive to Finland and visit-Espoo region. 

 

6 Theoretical linkage 

 

The thesis introduced in the beginning the concept of three-legged stool for a customer ser-

vice businesses. The main focus of the theory is the focus on the need and demands of the 

customers and the adaptation of these issues to the total quality of the service. The three 

stools of the concept are; measurement, people and process. The survey conducted in the 

beginning of the research covers the statistical part of the measurements involved in the the-

ory. The quantitate and qualitative results reflect the demands of different hotels in relation 

to shared taxi service. 

 

The second stool in the theory is the people involved in the organization. The quality of the 

service depends on the quality of the Yellow Line personnel involved in the service process, 

from the drivers to shift managers to booking center operators. The open question part of the 

survey and the interviews conducted with the different hotel receptionists and Yellow Line 

managers reflected the importance of the quality personnel with service oriented skills. 

As a SME company Yellow Line has an opportunity to conduct the necessary changes to sudden 

demands and possible problems or opportunities. 

 

Third part of the concept is the process quality management. The importance of continues 

quality development is an issue for a SME company. The possible detailed periodical reporting 

between the management and the different employees involved in the service process is a 

method for a customer relations management that captures the whole service process and 

searches answers for success and possible failures. If the communication level between dif-

ferent participants in the process flow is accurate and good then the possible increases in 

revenue are as of result. 

 

The pyramid theory by author Ed Peelen presents the process of a potential customer becom-

ing a long-term client that has a personal relationship with the supplier company. This pro-

cess is introduces with different stages and steps, the more a potential customer knows about 

the service and the better the experiences of that service are the more likely the customers 

are to proceed into next phase of the pyramid towards the partnership stage. This theory is 

be related to Yellow Line’s customer satisfaction centered operational strategy. The feedback 
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by e-mails and phone are the indicators for the case company to manage the customer rela-

tions. Yellow Line has long-term customer base as well as first time users. The concept of the 

shared taxi is not familiar to all potential customers and the marketing of the service should 

realize this point. 

 

7 Summary 

 

The study researched the possible customer relations development issues to be focused on. 

The theses was conducted based on the personal knowledge base as a hotel receptionist in a 

Helsinki city center hotel Anna and a as a long term Yellow Line employee. The opportunity 

to approach the customer relations management issues from the both sizes made the study 

personally interesting. 

 

With the Yellow Line case study the management of company suggested the market research 

survey to be conducted in the September of 2012. The market segment was the Helsinki-

Espoo based hotels and hostels that are familiar with the shared taxi service that Yellow Line 

provides to their mainly international customers. The service has been operating in Helsinki 

since 1992 so the relationship is well established and known to receptionists. The motivation 

from the case company’s point of view was to find out and to research possible service pro-

cess components that could need attention and development from Yellow Line quality man-

agement. 

 

The co-operation with the company top management and the operative management gave 

guidelines to research the customer relations with the hotels in question. From this starting 

point the secondary and the primary research were conducted and the results of the survey 

were studied. As a result the Yellow Line gave feedback to Helsinki-Espoo hotels and hostels 

and acknowledged the issues that the survey brought to attention.  

 

The next step for the study was the interpretation of the survey’s quantitate and qualitative 

results and data. After careful conclusions the approach was to conduct a round of interviews 

with the hotel receptionists. In these interviews the topics were related to the findings of the 

survey and the development issues concerning the problems raised by the open question part 

of survey. With this background the interviews aimed at defining the problems in more de-

tailed fashion with the view points from both the hotels the Yellow Line personnel. After in-

terviewing the operation manager for the case company the receptionists tried to respond to 

different ideas and suggestions from the researcher in question.  

 

The receptionists answered and reflected the service process parts with the focus on the cus-

tomers. The customers or the end users are the most important source of information in 
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terms of satisfaction levels and quality. Also the user friendly co-operation between Yellow 

Line and the receptionists was highlighted in the interviews. The main point of the case study 

in terms of customer relations was the availability and the easiness of booking the service. If 

these to concepts are met with quality and capacity then the receptionists indicated that the 

basic needs from their and hotel customers were satisfied. As soon as there were problems 

and issues concerning the difficulties in the booking or pick-up availability the impressions of 

Yellow Line service were critical. 

 

The near future for airport transportation market is the railway and metro connection availa-

ble for customer after 2015. The situation presents a challenge to any SME company and for 

Yellow Line as well. The flexibility of the case company to react to different market situa-

tions is a key issue. Is there a niche market for a special Helsinki-Espoo pricing remains to be 

discussed? The indication is that the current price for 1 to 2 persons to airport seems to have 

a market segment as it is still a competitive against the normal taxi rates of Helsinki area li-

censed taxies.  

 

As a SME company Yellow Line has the short-term strengths of fast market situation adapta-

tions, but for the long-term strategy for hotel customers Yellow Line has still room for devel-

opments and improvements for the quality of the service. For now Yellow Line does not have 

any direct competitors at the Helsinki-Vantaa Airport, only in-direct ones as the Finnair buses 

are. The market segment leader position offers the case study company a healthy environ-

ment to conduct improvements in the customer relations management. The relatively small 

management personnel is able to react and to conduct decisions for immediate issues of con-

cern with ease. The personnel and the vehicles are closely monitored by the operational 

management on daily bases this conclusion was obvious after the interviews with the Yellow 

Line management and personnel.    
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 Appendix 1 

 

The Western Metro Stations. http://www.flickr.com/photos/lansimetro/5637574710/ 

 

 

Helsinki taxi Service Pricing Policy http://www.taksihelsinki.fi/htd/page2.aspx 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/lansimetro/5637574710/
http://www.taksihelsinki.fi/htd/page2.aspx
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 Appendix 1 

 

Airport Taxi Yellow Line Pricing Policy Areas 1 and 2 

http://www.airporttaxi.fi/hinnasto_en.html 

 

Area 1: Helsinki, Espoo 

Airport Taxi Shuttle 

 1-2 persons total 29.50 €, round trip 50 € 

 3-4 persons total 39.50 € 

 5-6 persons total 49.50 € 

 7-8 persons total 59.50 € 

Private Transports 

 1-8 persons total 69.50 € 

 9-16 persons total 99.50 € 

Area 2: Southeast Helsinki, western and northern Espoo 

Airport Taxi Shuttle 

 1-2 persons total 39.50 € 

 3-4 persons total 49.50 € 

 5-6 persons total 59.50 € 

 7-8 persons total 69.50 € 

Private Transports 

 1-8 persons total 79.50 € 

 9-16 persons total 99.50 € 

http://www.airporttaxi.fi/hinnasto_en.html
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Railway Link from Tikkurila Station to Helsinki-Vantaa Airport opens in 2014: 

http://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/skanska+rakentaa+lentoaseman+alle+keharadan+paaasemapaikan/a338281 

 

 

HELSINKI-VANTAA AIRPORT SERVICE MAP, T1 and T2. 

http://www.flightstats.com/go/AirportTerminalMaps/airportTerminalMaps.do?airportCode=HEL 

 

 

http://www.tekniikkatalous.fi/rakennus/skanska+rakentaa+lentoaseman+alle+keharadan+paaasemapaikan/a338281
http://www.flightstats.com/go/AirportTerminalMaps/airportTerminalMaps.do?airportCode=HEL
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Helsinki city center hotel map: http://kalevatravel.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/helsinki_kartta.jpg 

http://kalevatravel.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/helsinki_kartta.jpg
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HELSINKI AIRPORT DEPARTURE SCHEDULES FOR 2013: http://www.helsinki-

vantaa.fi/files/helsinki-airport/efhk_aikataulu/HELFEB13complete.pdf 

 

HAASTATTELU HOTELLI ANNAN VASTAANOTON ESIMIEHEN  KANSSA 

 

 

KERROTKO ENSIN MITEN KUINKA KAUAN OLET TOIMINUT HOTELLIEN VASTAANOTTOTEHTÄVISSÄ? 

V:30 vuotta 

 

MILLOIN ALOITIT HOTELLI ANNASSA TYÖSUHTEESI? 

V: vuodesta 1991 

 

MITÄ ERI TEHTÄVIÄ ON VASTUULLASI? 

V: Kaikki vastaanoton toimintoon kuuluvat tehtävät, myyntireskontran hoito ja muut alustavaan kirjanpitoon liittyvät 

tehtävät. 

 

http://www.helsinki-vantaa.fi/files/helsinki-airport/efhk_aikataulu/HELFEB13complete.pdf
http://www.helsinki-vantaa.fi/files/helsinki-airport/efhk_aikataulu/HELFEB13complete.pdf
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MIKSI KYSYNTÄÄ KULJETUSPALVELULLE HOTELLIEN JA LENTOASEMAN VÄLILLÄ ON OLEMASSA JA KUINKA 

TARPEELLISENA KOET PALVELUN? 

V:Erittäin tarpeellisena.  

 

KOSKA KUULIT ENSIMMÄISEN KERRAN YELLOW LINEN PALVELUSTA JA MISTÄ LÄHTEESTÄ? 

V: En muista. Varmaan silloin, kun Yellow Line aloitti toimintansa ja tieto tuli suoraan ko. Yellow Lineltä. 

 

KUINKA YELLOW LINEN MARKKINOI PALVELUAAN HOTELLILLESI? 

V: Yellow Line markkinoi päivittämällä esitteitään. 

 

MIKÄ SAA SINUT EHDOTTAMAAN HOTELLIASIAKKAILLESI YELLOW LINEN KULJETUSPALVELUA? 

V: Hinta. 

 

MITKÄ ERI TEKIJÄT SAAVAT SINUT HARKITSEMAAN MUITA KULJETUSPALVELUJA/VAIHTOEHTOJA? 

V: Hinta, aikarajoitukset, Yellow- Linen hidas puheluihin vastaaminen, kun sähköinen muoto poistettiin, se oli todella 

kätevä niin asiakkaalle kuin varaajallekin. Yli viiden henkilön kuljetus kentälle on kilpailijalla edullisempi eikä 

Yellow-Line pärjää kilpailijalle puhelimeen vastaus nopeudessa ollenkaan. 

 

ONKO SINULLA HUOMIOITA YELLOW LINEN TILAUSKESKUKSEN TOIMIVUUDESTA? 

V: kts edellinen. Nettiin ajanvaraus takaisin tai puheluihin vastaaminen nopeammaksi. Kuulostaa hassulta kun Airport 

taxi mainostaa nauhalla "...tai voi tehdä varauksen netissä www.airporttaxi.fi ja saat välittömästi vahvistuksen 

sähköpostiisi..." kuitenkaan tämä ei ole mahdollista ainakaan hotelleille. 

 

YELLOW LINEN ENSIMMÄINEN NS. SAAPUMISAIKA HELSINKI-VANTAAN LENTOASEMALLE ON AAMULLA KLO 05:00, 

ELI ENSIMMÄINEN MAHDOLLINEN NOUTOAIKA HOTELLI ANNASTA ON YLEENSÄ KLO 04:20. NÄETKÖ, ETTÄ YELLOW 

LINEN TULISI TÄSSÄ SUHTEESSA PARANTAA PALVELUAAN JA TEHDÄ POIKKEUKSIA KUTEN TILANNE OLI VUONNA 

2009?  

V: Kilpailijalle menee varhaisaamukuljetukset, hotelli Annassa ei ole ollut mielestäni tarpeellista tehdä muutoksia, 

varhaislähtijät ovat kuitenkin meillä marginaalissa. Asiakkaat ymmärtävät, että kimppataksilla on rajoituksia. 

 

NÄETKÖ PALVELUN SAATAVUUDESSA MUITA AJANKOHTIA ESIM. HOTELLIN RUUHKA-AIKA PURKAUTUMISET, JOIHIN 

YELLOW LINEN TULIS MIELESTÄSI PANOSTAA? 

V: Kyllä. Yellow-Line voi seurata Helsingin tapahtumakalenteria (messut, kongressit jne.) sekä hotellien käyttöasteita 

eli  panostaa  ruuhka-aikoihin. 

 

HOTELLI ANNAN VASTAANOTTOVIRKAILIJAT ILMAISIVAT HALUKKUUTENSA VOIDA TEHDÄ YELLOW LINEN 

TILAUKSEN INTERNET POHJALTA, LISÄISIKÖ TÄMÄ TAPA SAADA PALVELUA KYSYNTÄÄ HOTELLI ANNASTA 

TAPAHTUVILLE NOUDOILLE JA MIKSI? 

V: Kyllä. Siksi että se on helpompaa kuin roikkua linjoilla ja siitä sai myös 'mustaa valkoisella' asiakkaalle. Miksi tämä 

toiminto on mahdollinen yksityisille? 

 

NÄETKÖ TULEVAISUUDESSA SYITÄ SILLE, ETTÄ TULISIT SUOSITTELEMAAN UUTTA V.2014 AVATTAVAA VR:N 

KEHÄRATA-YHTEYTTÄ HELSINKI-VANTAALLE ASIAKKAILLESI? 

V: Kyllä, jos asiakas kysyy muita vaihtoehtoja kentälle kuljetukseen 

 

MITKÄ OVAT TERVEISESI YELLOW LINELLE? 

Yellow Line on kilpailukykyinen yritys ja pääkaupungin hotellit tarvitsevat tämänkaltaista kuljetuspalvelua! 1-2 

hengen kuljetus on todella edullista verrattuna kilpailijoihin. Hintahaarukka pienenee kun henkilömäärä kasvaa. 

Mielestäni tuota alinta hintaa voisi jopa korottaa! Varauksen teko helpommaksi kuten teidän kilpailijanne. 
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Henk.koht.pidän nettiajanvarauksesta, koska meille ei siitä mitään makseta, kun varaamme Yellow -Lineltä, niin 

varauksen pitäisi olla myös helppoa ja kivutonta. 

 

HAASTATTELU YELLOW LINE HENKILÖSTÖPÄÄLLIKKÖ  KANSSA TELETIE 1, VANTAALLA.  

KUINKA KAUAN OLET OLLUT YELLOW LINEN PALVELUKSESSA? 

NOIN 15 VUOTTA 

 

MITÄ ERI TEHTÄVIÄ OLET TEHNYT YELLOW LINELLA? 

OLEN TOIMINUT; KULJETTAJANA, VUOROPÄÄLLIKKÖNÄ JA TILAUSKESKUKSESSA. 

 

MIKÄ ON NYKYINEN TOIMENKUVASI? 

OLEN HENKILÖSTÖPÄÄLLIKKÖ SEKÄ OPERATIIVINEN JOHTAJA. 

 

 

MITKÄ OVAT YELLOW LINEN VAHVUUDET? 

 

HEIKKOUDET? 

vaikeata reagoida logistisesti liikenteen muutoksiin ja lisääntymiseen pk-seudulla. kilpailu on selkeästi koventunut. 

kyselyn tulokset viittaavat tyytyväisyyteen Yellow Lineen, koska ka. tulokset ovat noin 3,5 suuruisia. Onko aihetta 

suuriin muutoksiin? 

 

MITKÄ PK-SEUDUN HOTELLIT OVAT KÄYTTÖASTEELTAAN TÄRKEIMMÄT YELLOW LINEN KANNALTA JOS 

KATSELLAAN TILAUSHISTORIAA JA TILASTOJA? 

HELKA, ANNA, GM JA SEASIDE.1 

 

JOS KATSELLAAN TILASTOJA MITÄ VOIDAAN TULKITA NÄIDEN HOTELLIEN TILAUKSISTA JA TILAUSTEN AJANKOHDISTA? 

KELLO 6 KENTTÄAIKA ON YLEENSÄ VILKKAIN KUN PUHUTAAN HOTELLINOUDOISTA. 

 

MITÄ MIELTÄ OLET KELLO 4:30 KENTTÄAJASTA TILASTOJEN VALOSSA? 

VUODEN 2009 JÄLKEEN YELLOW LINE LUOPUI 4:30 KENTTÄ-AJASTA KOSKA KULJETTAJIEN AJOVUOROISA TULI LIIAN 

PITKIÄ. MUTTA TÄMÄ ON JÄRJESTELYKYSYMYS, OSA KULJETTAJISTA VOI LOPETTAA AIKAISEMMIN AAMUVUORONSA. 

MIKÄLI TARKASTELLAAN HOTELLIEN HELKA, GM JA SEASIDE TILASTOJA 2 vuoden jaksolta 2007-2009 NIIN VOIDAAN 

TODETA SEURAAVAA: 

 

TILAUKSET KENTTÄAIKA 

138 4:30 

128 5:00 

176 5:30 

190 6:00 

214 6:30 

177 7:00 
 

TÄMÄ TUKISI PALUUTA 4:30 KENTTÄAJALLE. 

 

Finnavia Tiedote 2012 matkustajamäärät Helsinki-Vantaa Lentoasemalla. 
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Helsinki-Vantaan kautta kulki viime vuonna lähes 15 miljoonaa 

matkustajaa.Helsinki-Vantaan matkustajamäärän kasvu viime vuonna oli 

vahvinta muihin Pohjois-Euroopan vaihtokenttiin verrattuna. 

Helsinki-Vantaalla matkustajamäärä kasvoi yhteensä 14,9 miljoonaan, mikä on 

ennätysmäärä Suomen päälentoasemalla. Kasvua oli 15,5 % edelliseen vuoteen 

verrattuna. 

Helsinki-Vantaan matkustajamäärän kasvu viime vuonna oli vahvinta verrattuna muihin 

Pohjois-Euroopan vaihtokenttiin. Panostamme tällä hetkellä voimakkaasti 

palveluihimme ja haluamme säilyä kärkiasemana, sanoo asiakkuuksista vastaava johtaja 

Finaviasta. Helsinki-Vantaan menestys luo edellytykset koko Suomen lentoliikenteelle. 

Helsinki-Vantaa lentoaseman kansainvälisen liikenteen matkustajia oli yhteensä 12,16 

milj. (+14 %) ja kotimaan liikenteen matkustajia 2,7 milj (+ 22,6 %). Helsinki-Vantaan 

vaihtomatkustajien sekä Suomesta Aasiaan matkustavien määrä nousi viime vuonna 

historian suurimmaksi ja oli 1,63 milj. matkustajaa. Kansainvälinen vaihtomatkustus 

muodostaa noin 25 % Helsinki-Vantaan kansainvälisestä matkustajamäärästä. 

Helsinki-Vantaa on Pohjois-Euroopan johtava vaihtolentoasema Euroopan ja Aasian 

välisessä liikenteessä. Pohjois-Amerikkaan matkustajamäärä kasvoi viime vuonna 45 % 

edelliseen vuoteen verrattuna. Tähän vaikutti muun muassa uusi suora reitti Helsinki-

Vantaalta Chicagoon. 

 

Helsinkigin seudun lisääntyvä liikenne ja ruuhkat: Artikkeli-  

 

Jukka Alhonen on analysoinut pääkaupunkiseutua TomTomin 

liikenteenseurantajärjestelmän keräämän datan kautta. Hän aikoo seuraavaksi paneutua 

myös muiden Suomen suurimpien kaupunkien liikenteen solmuihin.  

- Itseäni alkoi kiinnostaa, mistä suurimmat ruuhkat tulevat eli mistä päin väki on 

Helsinkiin tulossa ja minne se on menossa. Hyvin nopeasti sitten näki, mitkä etapit ovat 

vaikeita mihinkin kellonaikaan, Alhonen sanoo.  

Alhonen tunnustaa suoraan, että yhtiön motiivina on tietenkin myydä navigaattoreita, 

mutta TomTomin ylläpitämässä nettipalvelussa Suomen pääkaupunkiseudun ruuhkat 

näkyvät kaikille ilmaiseksi. Tiedot päivittyvät kahden minuutin välein. 

Länsi-Uudeltamaalta tullaan jatkuvassa jonossa    

Navigaatiojärjestelmävalmistaja TomTomin ja Liikenneviraston näkemykset Helsingin 

ruuhkaisuudesta poikkeavat toisistaan. Niin poikkeavat myös tavat kerätä liikenteen 

ruuhkatietoja. Viranomaisten kameravalvonnan laskujen mukaan Helsinki on lähinnä 

”jonoutunut”. 

TomTom on väitteineen yhtiön uusimpien, jatkuvasti päivittyvien autonavigaattoreiden 

tarjoaman tiedon varassa. Aina kun auto liikkuu ja navigaattori on päällä, lähettää laite 
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nopeustiedon TomTomin järjestelmään. Jos autot liikkuvat hitaammin kuin tieosuudella 

voisi, on todennäköisin syy ruuhkassa. 

- Olen esimerkiksi usein ihmetellyt, että voiko Turunväylällä Lohjalta aina Kehä 

ykköselle saakka olla koko ajan ruuhkaa. Sitten olen sen omin silmin pari kertaa käynyt 

todistamassa, että näin on. Kyllä meillä ollaan jo samanlaisessa tilanteessa kuin Keski-

Euroopan suurissa kaupungeissa, työnsä puolesta jatkuvasti Amsterdamissa käyvä 

Alhonen sanoo. 

Tiet muuttuvat jatkuvasti, tavat eivät 

TomTomin ja Liikenneviraston arviot metropolialueen tukkoisuudesta poikkeavat 

toisistaan myös siinä, mitä pitäisi tehdä, kun työmatkaliikenne alkaa madella. 

Niin Liikennevirasto kuin Helsingin kaupungin liikennesuunnittelukin ovat sitä mieltä, 

että valtaväyliltä ei pidä lähteä seikkailemaan pienimmille teille. TomTomin mukaan 

ongelma on osittain juuri siinä. 

- Jos edes muutama prosentti autokannasta poistuu siitä pahimmasta ruuhkasta, niin se 

helpottaa niiden loppujen läpiliukunopeutta. Näyttää siltä, että kun pikkuisen vapauttaa 

sitä tien kapasiteettia, niin liikenne rullaa heti todella hyvin, toteaa Alhonen. 

TomTomin ruuhkaindeksi laskee, että Helsingin aamu- ja iltapäivän ruuhkahuippujen 

aikaan automatka kestää keskimäärin 43 prosenttia kauemmin kuin ruuhkattomaan 

aikaan. Keskiviikkoisin aamuliikennettä on eniten ja kotimatkaliikenteen kiivain ilta on 

tiistai. 

- Keskimäärin 15 prosenttia teistä muuttuu vuoden aikana. Liikennevaloja esimerkiksi 

poistetaan ja liittymiä muutetaan. Kaikki tämä vaikuttaa. Kuitenkin meillä on omat 

tottumuksemme ja ajamme töihin aina samaa reittiä, sanoo TomTomin maajohtaja 

Jukka Alhonen.  

http://yle.fi/uutiset/tomtom_helsingin_ruuhkatilanne_muistuttaa_jo_keski-

euroopan_suurkaupunkeja/6237517# information retrieved 28.2.2013 

http://yle.fi/uutiset/tomtom_helsingin_ruuhkatilanne_muistuttaa_jo_keski-euroopan_suurkaupunkeja/6237517
http://yle.fi/uutiset/tomtom_helsingin_ruuhkatilanne_muistuttaa_jo_keski-euroopan_suurkaupunkeja/6237517
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http://yle.fi/uutiset/tomtom_helsingin_ruuhkatilanne_muistuttaa_jo_keski-
euroopan_suurkaupunkeja/6237517# 

The survey conducted with the Helsinki-Espoo regional hotels: 

PALVELUN KEHITTÄMISKYSELY PÄÄKAUPUNKISEUDUN HOTELLIEN JA HOSTELLIEN 

VASTAANOTTOVIRKAILIJOILLE  

 

Voidaksemme kehittää palveluamme ja yhteistyötä pääkaupunkiseudun 

majoitusliikkeiden kanssa olemme teettäneet kyselyn jonka pohjalta pyrimme saamaan 

toimintamme kannalta rakentavaa palautetta.  

 

Kyselyn ensisijainen tarkoitus on kartoittaa tilauspalvelun ja yleisen palvelutason sekä 

yrityskuvan tämän hetkinen tila. Arvostamme teidän näkemystänne ja kokemuksianne 

yhteistyöstä AIRPORT TAXI – palvelun kanssa. Näin ollen huomionne ja mahdolliset 

parannusehdotukset palvelun toimivuuden suhteen pyritään ottamaan huomioon 

palvelun kehittämisessä. 

 

Täytetty kyselykaavake tulee palauttaa valitsemanne pääkaupunkiseudun hotellin 

vastaanottoon määräajassa. Tämä oikeuttaa Teidät saamaan yhden ilmaisen 

AIRPORT TAXI kuljetuksen Helsinki-Vantaan lentoasemalle, kuljetus on 1-2 henkilölle 

Helsinki-Espoo-Kauniainen-Vantaa alueella. 

 

Toivomme lämpimästi hyvää syyskauden alkua ja työniloa! 

 

 

http://img.yle.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/article6237511.ece/ALTERNATES/w960/tomtom.jpg
http://img.yle.fi/uutiset/kotimaa/article6237511.ece/ALTERNATES/w960/tomtom.jpg
http://yle.fi/uutiset/tomtom_helsingin_ruuhkatilanne_muistuttaa_jo_keski-euroopan_suurkaupunkeja/6237517
http://yle.fi/uutiset/tomtom_helsingin_ruuhkatilanne_muistuttaa_jo_keski-euroopan_suurkaupunkeja/6237517
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Yhteystiedot: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NIMI  

 __________________________________________________________

_ 

 

 

 

HOTELLI (minne vapaalippu toimitetaan) 

 

  

 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

KILPAILUNUMERO (jos et omaa vielä numeroa niin saat sen vapaalipun yhteydessä) 

 

 

 

 _______________ 

 

 

 

KYSELYOHJEET 

 

 

Arvioi AIRPORT TAXI – palvelun eri osa-alueita asteikolla 1 – 5; rasti ruutuun. 
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1. Heikko 
2. Välttävä 
3. Tyydyttävä 
4. Hyvä 
5. Erinomainen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PALVELUN OSA-ALUE  1  2  3  4  5 

Palvelun saatavuus           

Tilauksen tekeminen           

Nouto-ajan täsmällisyys           

Kuljettajien toiminta            

Onko hinnoittelu selkeä?            

 

Suosittelisitko AP – Taxi palvelua hotellin asiakkaille?   Kyllä  /  Ei 

 

Ovatko hotellin asiakkaat tietoisia AP – Taxi palvelusta?  Kyllä  /  Ei 

 

Muita Huomioita AP-Taxi palveluista 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

________________ 
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LÄMMIN KIITOS KYSELYYMME VASTAAMISESTA JA MUISTA VARMISTAA OMA 

ILMAISKULJEKSESI PALAUTTAMALLA TÄYTETTY KAAVAKE HOTELLISI 

VASTAANOTOSSA OLEVAAN AIRPORT-TAXI KUOREEN ! 

Feedback from the survey sent to hotel receptionists: 

PALVELUN KEHITTÄMISKYSELYN PALAUTETTA JA TOIMENPITEITÄ 

Haluamme kiittää teitä AIRPORT TAXI:n kehittämiskyselyyn osallistumisesta.  

Antamanne palautteen pohjalta ryhdymme seuraaviin toimenpiteisiin: 

 PARANNAMME PUHELINPALVELUAMME 

 AVAAMME NETTITILAUS MAHDOLLISUUDEN HOTELLEISTA 

 KEHITÄMME KULJETTAJIEN ASIAKASPALVELUA 

 PARANNAMME KULJETUKSIEN TÄSMÄLLISYYTTÄ 

Kyselyn vastauksissa ilmeni huoli noutoaikojen suhteen. Esim. Htl Grand Marinasta ja Htl Best 
Western Katajanokasta samaan kuljetukseen noudettavat asiakkaat noudetaan 5 minuutin 
noutovälillä, tämä saattaa johtaa siihen ettei matka-aika hotelliltanne lentoasemalle ole aina 
sama.  

Arvostamme teidän näkemystänne ja kokemuksianne yhteistyöstä AIRPORT TAXI:n kanssa. 
Haluamme kiittää kyselyymme osallistumisesta ohessa olevalla vapaalipulla AIRPORTTAXIIN. 

Toivotamme hyvää loppuvuotta ja työniloa alku talveen! 

Voitte jatkossa osoittaa AIRPORT TAXI -palautteet : 

Veli-Matti Autio, Henkilöstöpäällikkö, Airport Taxi: autio@airporttaxi.fi 

8 Liitetaulukko 3. Hotellikapasiteetti ja sen käyttö, joulukuu 2012 

Maakunta / kunta 
Liikkeiden 
lukumäärä 

Huoneiden 
lukumäärä 

Huoneiden 
käyttöaste 
% 

Huoneiden 
käyttöasteen 
muutos 
edellisestä 
vuodesta, %-
yksikköä 

Huoneiden 
keskihinta, 
euroa 
(sisältää alv. 
9 %) 

1) RevPAR, 
euroa 
(sisältää 
alv. 9 %) 

Koko maa 633 50 979 42,3 -1,3 90,54 38,27 

Manner-Suomi 620 50 228 42,7 -1,2 90,56 38,64 

Uusimaa 117 14 272 49,6 -2,2 96,55 47,91 

    Helsinki 53 8 452 52,6 -3,2 99,05 52,08 

Varsinais-Suomi 35 3 105 40,3 -0,2 77,65 31,30 

    Turku 18 2 052 42,6 0,8 79,94 34,05 

Satakunta 24 1 244 29,5 -4,6 78,12 23,08 

    Pori 9 733 32,5 -3,5 71,77 23,35 

Kanta-Häme 18 1 264 29,4 -0,9 83,29 24,50 

    Hämeenlinna 8 728 29,6 -1,3 86,41 25,59 

Pirkanmaa 43 3 804 35,1 -6,9 86,27 30,26 

    Tampere 24 2 751 38,5 -8,8 85,82 33,04 

Päijät-Häme 17 1 740 33,4 1,1 73,87 24,66 
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Maakunta / kunta 
Liikkeiden 
lukumäärä 

Huoneiden 
lukumäärä 

Huoneiden 
käyttöaste 
% 

Huoneiden 
käyttöasteen 
muutos 
edellisestä 
vuodesta, %-
yksikköä 

Huoneiden 
keskihinta, 
euroa 
(sisältää alv. 
9 %) 

1) RevPAR, 
euroa 
(sisältää 
alv. 9 %) 

    Lahti 7 600 40,8 8,1 78,13 31,86 

Kymenlaakso 15 934 28,1 -0,9 82,90 23,29 

    Kouvola 5 419 30,7 -1,8 80,01 24,56 

Etelä-Karjala 17 1 342 46,5 -3,5 95,93 44,60 

    Lappeenranta 7 712 52,9 -2,0 87,37 46,17 

Etelä-Savo 28 1 585 29,3 -2,0 75,69 22,17 

    Mikkeli 7 514 35,1 -2,8 87,74 30,83 

Pohjois-Savo 28 2 297 36,4 -2,7 81,70 29,74 

    Kuopio 10 1 100 42,2 -5,8 84,22 35,58 

Pohjois-Karjala 24 1 306 34,2 2,6 79,05 27,05 

    Joensuu 9 707 37,4 0,9 76,09 28,43 

Keski-Suomi 28 2 667 37,4 -1,1 100,83 37,73 

    Jyväskylä 10 1 372 35,0 -7,0 86,30 30,17 

Etelä-Pohjanmaa 26 1 459 35,5 -3,1 76,25 27,07 

    Seinäjoki 8 560 38,8 -3,3 76,30 29,61 

Pohjanmaa 22 1 193 35,3 0,6 81,83 28,91 

    Vaasa 8 776 42,3 1,6 83,27 35,19 

Keski-Pohjanmaa 10 496 27,7 -0,3 82,04 22,75 

    Kokkola 5 358 33,2 -1,6 83,91 27,86 

Pohjois-
Pohjanmaa 

48 3 436 40,2 -1,2 78,32 31,48 

    Oulu 11 1 555 48,0 -2,0 78,33 37,59 

Kainuu 22 1 762 42,4 2,1 79,76 33,84 

    Kajaani 6 405 29,9 5,3 76,22 22,78 

Lappi 98 6 322 56,7 3,8 99,55 56,45 

    Rovaniemi 12 1 240 78,2 1,7 115,95 90,71 

Ahvenanmaa 13 751 15,6 -2,8 . . 

    Maarianhamina 6 442 21,9 -2,1 . . 

1) RevPar = Majoituksen keskimääräinen myyntitulo käytettävissä olevaa huonetta kohden. 
Laskentakaava. RevPar = Huoneiden keskihinta* huoneiden käyttöaste. 

Lähde: Majoitustilasto. Tilastokeskus 

http://www.stat.fi/til/matk/2012/12/matk_2012_12_2013-02-22_tau_003_fi.html 

Julkaistu: 21.1.2013 

9 Taksiliikenteen kustannukset nousivat joulukuussa 3,0 prosenttia 

Tilastokeskuksen mukaan taksiliikenteen kustannukset nousivat 3,0 prosenttia vuoden 2011 
joulukuusta vuoden 2012 joulukuuhun. Invataksiliikenteen kustannukset kohosivat 2,5 
prosenttia ja sairaankuljetusliikenteen kustannukset 4,6 prosenttia vuodessa. 

Taksiliikenteen kokonaiskustannusten vuosimuutokset, % 

http://www.stat.fi/til/matk/2012/12/matk_2012_12_2013-02-22_tau_003_fi.html
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Taksiliikenteen kokonaiskustannusten nousuun vaikuttivat erityisesti työvoimakustannusten 
nousu sekä polttoaineiden kallistuminen.Kustannusten nousua hillitsi korkokustannusten ja 
liikennöintimaksujen aleneminen vuoden aikana. 

 

Lähde: Taksi- ja sairaankuljetusliikenteen kustannusindeksit 2012, joulukuu. Tilastokeskus 

http://www.stat.fi/til/tslhi/2012/12/tslhi_2012_12_2013-01-21_tie_001_fi.html 

8.8.2013 klo 13:50 

 

http://www.investorwords.com/16479/indirect_competition.html 

13.3.2013 klo: 13.36 

Competition among businesses that sell or produce similar products, or products that fulfill 
similar needs. Two car rental companies in a given region would be in direct competition with 
each other, but both companies would be indirectly in competition with a local bus line or a 
taxi service. 

 

Read more: 
http://www.investorwords.com/16479/indirect_competition.html#ixzz2NQ2EbMb9 

Competition among the suppliers of different types of products that satisfy the same needs. 
For example, a pizza shop competes indirectly with a fried chicken shop, but directly with 
another pizza shop. 

 

http://www.stat.fi/til/tslhi/2012/12/tslhi_2012_12_2013-01-21_tie_001_fi.html
http://www.investorwords.com/16479/indirect_competition.html
http://www.investorwords.com/16479/indirect_competition.html#ixzz2NQ2EbMb9
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Read more: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/indirect-
competition.html#ixzz2NQDzLcXu 

Research Method: Interview/Shadow Customer/Customer Journey with Sabrina Salzano, a 
fellow student of Laurea U.A.S. 

With Airport Taxi Yellow Line group taxi service on the 19.12.2012 06:05 from Espoo, 
Leppävaara to Helsinki-Vantaa Airport T2. 

Different observations and feedback on the service process: 

The booking of service: 

The accuracy of pick-up time: 06:05 

The taxi arrived a little bit before 6am with already 4 other passengers. 

The quality of service in terms of transportation: 

It was dark and there was snow on the road. The driver was driving fast (overtaking all the 
other cars) but his driving was smooth and I felt safe. The driver stopped at 10m of the en-
trance of the departure hall. It was very convenient.  

Service level of Airport Taxi driver; language, customer relation - friendliness, payment: 

The driver was speaking in Finnish and said “Huomenta” when we met. He took my suitcase 
and put it in the back. He looked clean and awake. Then he opened the door with difficulties 
(it was frozen). He didn’t speak during the whole trip. The radio was very quiet. In the car 
there was no particular smell. The car looked clean but it was almost impossible to analyze 
more deeply because it was dark. When we arrived at the airport, we paid. In overall the 
driver behaved well. 

Price level/value for money: 

I gave 50€ and he gave me 21€ back. I forgot to show my Finnair card (too stressed?) and I 
noticed too late that there was not the 2€ discount. He was already unloading the suitcases 
and went away quickly. 

Comparison with the Train/Bus option: 

This service is more expensive than the bus but it was the only option to be at the airport at 
6:30 from Leppävaara. The direct bus was an hour earlier or I would have needed to change 
somewhere in the middle of the highway. This was not an option. The trip was also much 
faster than with the bus. It took only 20 minutes to be at the airport. 

Comparison with the regular Espoo taxi service: 

The regular taxis are more expensive (about 40€). The difference is that if I have booked an 
Espoo taxi I would have been alone in the car. Does it worth 11€ extra? 

13.3.2013 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/indirect-competition.html#ixzz2NQDzLcXu
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/indirect-competition.html#ixzz2NQDzLcXu

